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At Crewmojo we offer a flexible performance management platform

that feels like we built it just for you. One of the ways we do this is to

offer 100 plus customisable digital templates within our platform to

help you build a simple, modern performance experience that just

makes sense to your people. We hope you get maximum value from

this simple and easy-to-use template.

Mark & Crew
@ Crewmojo

Hello From
Crewmojo



What we do
We offer a flexible performance management platform that feels like we

built it just for you. Create a flexible easy-to-manage performance

system with customisable digital templates that make it easy to launch &

build adoption.

We are known for our modern, simple, intuitive employee experience,

an easy-to-use platform made for people. Fully responsive across mobile

and desktop.We empower HR people to create amazing performance

experiences.
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About the creator
The Good and Bad project at Wildbit is our small way of looking at the

key roles and laying a clear vision of the factors that determine whether

someone is good or bad at their role.

Inspired by Ben Horowitz’ Good and Bad product manager while

together on a retreat in Philadelphia, we established definitions for each

of our roles at Wildbit about what attributes, attitudes, and skill sets are

key for determining whether someone is good or bad at their job.

Learn More
HERE

https://wildbit.com/blog/2015/06/11/what-makes-a-good-or-bad-role-definitions
http://a16z.com/2012/06/15/good-product-managerbad-product-manager/
https://wildbit.com/good-bad


Role:   Product manager

Level: Individual contributor

Skills & Behaviours  Team Oriented

  Solves Customer Problems

  Communicators

  Prioritises

Community Oriented

Credit  Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Product manager
This document describes the role by focusing on good and bad behaviours to
clearly indicate what success looks like. It has been open-sourced from the
Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Customer Success Team Member 



Team Oriented

A good product manager constantly thinks about about the happiness and
efficiency of their team. They know that when a team feels unhappy with the
product development process, they can’t make good products for customers, and
they won’t enjoy their work. 

A good product manager will do formal retrospectives and gather informal
feedback about projects, iterations, and processes. The goal is to always be
learning and making improvements.  

A bad product manager thinks that driving people to work overtime and fit
everything into a tight timeline will speed up product development. They think
they are the “CEOs of the product” or “cat herders”, and see themselves as the
people who have to convince others to do their jobs. They don’t trust their team
members’ internal motivation to do good work. 

Product manager

Solves Customer Problems

A good product manager is relentlessly focused on reaching out to and listening to
customers. Customers can easily reach them, or set up time to talk to them. They also
reach out proactively to invite customers to talk to them—whether it be for usability
testing, or in-depth interviews, or just to learn how they use the product. A good
product manager also regularly communicates with customers about the product, its
features, and how it can make their lives better.  

A bad product manager lets the roadmap be determined by every feature customers
ask them to implement. The input a product manager receives from customers
doesn’t become the basis for a roadmap. It is one of several inputs to help with the
prioritization of the team’s work. 

A bad product manager listens for feature requests. A good product manager aims to
understand the underlying and unmet customer needs that exist, and builds a strategy
to meet those needs. 



Communicators

A good product manager facilitates the gathering of knowledge and ideas from
the entire team, and distills it all down to an effective product strategy. They know
that the best product insights and ideas are the result of the multiple and diverse
perspectives of each team member. 

They know that their job is not to have the best ideas, but to extract those ideas
from the team and then drive them forward. A good product manager also
communicates the product’s overall strategy succinctly in a way that ensures team
alignment. 

Prioritises

A good product manager communicates priorities clearly and makes sure that
those priorities are aligned with the product strategy and overall company
objectives. They know how much a team can get done in a reasonable time, and
they don’t try to game the system by sneaking in more than the team can handle.

A good product manager doesn’t prioritize in isolation. They facilitate discussions
with their team and balance customer, business, and technology needs to come
up with a flexible but clear set of priorities for an upcoming work period.    

Product manager



Community Oriented

A good product manager is always improving their craft, and contributes to the
larger product management community by attending/speaking at
conferences/meetups, and reading and writing about their experiences and
learnings. They realize that they are in an ever-evolving role, and they embrace its
fluid nature. 

They don’t go it alone, instead they seek out like-minded practitioners who love
building great products, and they build lasting relationships within that
community. 

Product manager

Detail oriented

A good product manager is deep in the details of execution. They walk alongside
the team and help them with functional specs, design direction, removing
obstacles, and keeping everything on track. This sometimes means adjusting
timelines or scope to do the right thing for the product and customers.  



www.crewmojo.com

Contact us

F I N D  T E M P L A T E S

Find more paper-based

templates

+61 2 8644 0693
hello@crewmojo.com

B O O K  A  D E M O

See this template in our

digital platform. 

Contact the happy humans @

Contact us to talk about the ways we can empower your HR team to create a
performance experience today.

https://www.crewmojo.com/demo
tel:+61286440693
https://crewmojo.com/performance-management-templates
https://www.crewmojo.com/performancemanagementtemplates

